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Terminology

News source: a news organization producing news articles.                      For 
example: cnn.com, foxnews.com, etc.

News story: an event that happens at a specific time which is covered by 
several news sources.                                                                                                    
For example: The election of a new president in Tunisia.

News article: a textual document produced by a news source that covers 
a news story.                                                                                                               For 
example: A CNN news article about the election in Tunisia.



Questions as an Analysis Tool

In the news domains, many sources often 
discuss a common story simultaneously.

Example Event: Inflation in late 2022



Questions as an Analysis Tool

How can we help a reader easily access 
coverage diversity (“the full picture”)

Example Event: Inflation in late 2022

RESEARCH QUESTION

while minimizing 
search/redundant reading?

(having to read 4 documents fully)



What if we use questions as a tool to surface 
coverage diversity? Similar to how debates can be 
framed around a question.

Questions as an Analysis Tool

… a question, and its answers can align the documents on a 
focused issue and surface coverage diversity.

Will there be a 
recession in 

2023?

Yes

No

Maybe

No ans



Discord Questions: Pipeline Overview

See our EMNLP 2022 paper for more detail.

https://aclanthology.org/2022.findings-emnlp.380.pdf


Challenge:
How do we integrate discord 
questions into news reading 

interfaces?



Assembly Interfaces

We propose three interface designs:



Assembly:
1. Annotated Article

A single basis article is used the 
core of the interface.

Annotations are inserted between 
paragraphs that introduce discord 
questions and multi-source 
answers.



A question/answer format article is 
composed from scratch using 
content from multiple sources.

The article is composed 
algorithmically, with an objective 
to maximize coverage diversity.

Assembly:
2. Recomposed Article



Assembly:
3. Question Grid

The interface adopts a grid 
structure that outlines how 
each source (column) answers 
a list of questions (row).

Users can hover over answer 
shapes to see the full answer.



The user is presented with the 
content of a single news 
article.

This baseline helps establish 
how much coverage diversity 
there is for single-source 
readers.

Baseline 1:
Single News Article



The user is presented with a list view of 
the headlines for the given story.

This intentionally imitates existing news 
aggregator interfaces such as the 

view of Google News.

Baseline 2:
Headline List



We performed to 
usability studies

to understand 
interface differences.



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik

Study 1: 
Journalism 
Experts
We asked 10 journalism experts about potential use 
cases and target audiences of the Assembly interfaces. 

Participants read stories in the three Assembly 
interfaces, as well as two baselines: Headline List and 
News Article.

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Study 1: Journalism Experts

The 10 expert participants used each interface for a total of 10 minutes, reading 
through 2 events.

1. 
Compare Assembly interfaces 

to baseline interfaces for:
(a) ease of use

(b) coverage diversity

Objectives



Study 1: Journalism Experts

Each expert completed two comparison 
questionnaires to evaluate the different interfaces.



Study 1: Journalism Experts

The 10 expert participants used each interface for a total of 10 minutes, reading 
through 2 events.

2.
Assess which interfaces are 

suitable for use by:
(a) experts

(b) novice news readers

1. 
Compare Assembly interfaces 

to baseline interfaces for:
(a) ease of use

(b) coverage diversity

Objectives



Study 1: Journalism Experts

Each expert completed two comparison 
questionnaires to evaluate the different interfaces.



Study 1: Journalism Experts

Findings:

1. The three Assembly interfaces all successfully highlight coverage diversity, when 
compared to the baseline interfaces.

2. The two more advanced interfaces (Recomposed Article / Question Grid) are 
judged to be too complex for novice users, and are expected to be more useful in 
advance use-case scenarios for professionals.

See paper for more detailed findings
(including use cases for the Question Grid in the newsroom). 



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik

Study 2: 
Novice 
Readers

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Challenge:

How do we realistically measure access to news coverage diversity?

Study 2: A News Reading Exercise

Research Question:
Does the Annotated Article interface help improve access to coverage 
diversity a realistic news-reading scenario for novice news readers?

We designed a reading news reading exercises, and 
implemented it with 95 crowd-worker participants.



News Reading Exercise

2-column interface used for reading exercise

- Overall Exercise: 6-minute to read in 1 
interface & answer 4 open-ended 
comprehension questions

- Story selection: participants complete 1 
exercise in each 3 interface. Pick from 5 
stories.

- Careful Question Selection: Experts 
crafted the questionnaire in unbiased way. 
Participants answer in bullet-list form.

- Manual scoring: to assess coverage of 
provided answers.

RQ: Does using Annotated Article lead to 
higher questionnaire scores?



Study 2: A News Reading Exercise

- The Score is the average number of answer aspects provided 
by participants using each interface, on average, per question.



- %No Ans is percentage of questions left unanswered by the 
participants in each interface configuration.
- %S0 is the percentage answers that received a score of 0 (no correct 
answer aspect), in each interface configuration.
- %S2+ is the percentage of answers that received a score of 2 or more 
(multiple aspects identified), in each interface configuration.

Study 2: A News Reading Exercise



Study 2: But is it easy to use?

In terms of ease of use, the Annotated 
Article is on-par with baseline interfaces.

(while giving access to broader coverage 
diversity…)

Success!



Study 2: From Exposure to Persuasion

Looking at prediction questions we can indirectly see the effect on reader persuasion. 
Users of the Annotated Article have a significant  increase in 2-sided answers.



See the paper for:

More technical 
detail on the 

interface designs

Usability Study 
Recruitment and 
Protocol Details

Qualitative 
Feedback in both 
Usability Studies

“Discord Questions” 
EMNLP 2022 paper

for NLP details

Limitations, 
Discussion,

and Future Work

Live demo (news):

assembly.salesforceresearch.ai/

http://assembly.salesforce


 

Check out the papers:

[EMNLP 2022] Discord Questions: A 
Computational Approach To Diversity 
Analysis in News Coverage

[CHI 2023] Designing and Evaluating 
Interfaces that Highlight News Coverage 
Diversity Using Discord Questions

Resources Call to Action
Code + Data + Experiments on Github:

github.com/salesforce/discord_questions

Live Demo on Google News stream:

http://assembly.salesforceresearch.ai/

Reach out:

plaban@salesforce.com

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.05007
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.05007
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.05007
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.08997
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.08997
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.08997
http://github.com/salesforce/discord_questions
http://assembly.salesforceresearch.ai/
mailto:plaban@salesforce.com

